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Abstract: In order to make rail transit smart stations serve passengers better, the potential of smart stations should be optimized to reduce time cost, and relieve traffic congestion. In this paper, the construction of smart stations based on the management experience of a subway station and the benefits of smart stations were analyzed and discussed. The construction of smart stations, as well as the key technologies for the construction of smart stations, will aid in the automation and intelligent management of subway stations.
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1. Introduction

During the initial stage of the development of urban rail transit in China, traditional computer control systems were mainly used in subway stations, the information and facilities in the stations were also managed manually. At the time, computer system applications had lower standard, thus the station management functions and station operation organization was also relatively backward. With the increase of subway operating lines and the continuous expansion of the functional requirements of subway stations, the automation and intelligent management of subway stations have become more popular. The rapid development of computer and communication technology promoted the use of various smart devices in the stations. Subway stations have also begun to adopt facilities and equipment such as intelligent lighting, intelligent security, intelligent comfort service, intelligent entertainment system, and intelligent passenger flow statistics and analysis. Through the use of various facilities, passengers can share and exchange information with the subway operation and dispatch center [1-6]. At present, many cities in China have begun the construction of smart transportation systems in urban rail transit networks. In order to better improve customer service, more stations will need to adopt the practice of intelligent management and make good use of these intelligent facilities and equipment.

2. Smart station

The current trend of urban rail transit construction is the construction of smart stations. With the continuous development of urban rail transit, the use of various equipment and facilities will also increase, which will lead to the development of smart stations. Smart station refers to the intelligent and automatic management of subway stations based on new technology, where the information sharing between intelligent systems is achieved through network transmission [7-11]. The construction of smart stations can be done using various methods, which can be analyzed as such:
2.1. Based on existing equipment
Currently, many kinds of equipment are being used in China’s subway stations, however most of them are designed on the basis of traditional computer control systems. With the advancement of science and technology, this kind of equipment can no longer meet the needs of modern subway operation and management. Therefore, when constructing a smart station, the existing equipment can still be used as the basis, but upgraded and transformed when necessary. This method can not only effectively reduce costs, but also help improve the level of smart station construction (Figure 1).

2.2. Focusing on software development
Currently, various kinds of computer control systems and communication systems are being used in China’s subway stations, however these systems cannot keep up with the standard of China’s subway industry development. When building smart stations, software development should be the core focus, only when the software development is successful can the subway management and control functions be achieved.

2.3. Using the computer network as the platform
Currently, most of the computer control systems used in China’s subway stations are connected via local area network or wide area network with external communication systems through the Ethernet. In the construction of smart stations, the computer network should be used as the platform, and the existing communication means should be used to exchange and share data. This allows the informatization, intelligence and networking of the subway operation management. Moreover, virtual reality technology is the current new emerging technology in China. It combines various equipment systems with computer network technology, and can simulate equipment systems through virtual reality technology. In this way, functions such as monitoring, management and maintenance of subway operation equipment can be achieved, and users can remotely operate and control subway equipment.

2.4. Using big data analysis
Currently, the equipment systems used in China’s subway stations are usually managed manually, however due to the lack of scientific and logical management methods by managers, problems such as low management efficiency and waste of resources have emerged. Therefore, during the construction of smart stations, big data analysis should be used as a means to carry out intelligent and automatic management along with scheduling management of equipment systems.
2.5. Customer service satisfaction as priority
With the development and progression of society and economy, people have begun to hold higher standards for subway travel. Therefore, during the construction of smart stations, customer service satisfaction should be the prioritized, and existing resources should be fully utilized for functional development and intelligent design [12].

According to the analysis above, a variety of methods and technical means should be included in the construction of smart stations to keep up with society’s development.

3. Construction of smart stations
3.1. Intelligent lighting
LED lighting is energy-saving, environmentally friendly, and has a long lifespan of more than 15 years, thus it should be used to illuminate the stations. The intelligent lighting system of the station can be divided into two parts: ambient lighting and equipment lighting. Ambient lighting can be used to light up public areas in the stations, such as station halls and platforms whereas equipment lighting can light up equipment rooms in stations.

3.2. Intelligent security
The number of passengers has gradually increased with the development of the urban rail transit network. In order to ensure the safety of passengers, equipment such as escalators and vertical elevators have also been installed at stations. By installing automatic emergency braking system (AES) in escalators and vertical elevators, passengers can pass through the platform safely and quickly during emergency situations. Since the system is installed according to the number of passengers and the direction of travel, its installation location is also different. Under normal circumstances, the station only needs to install one AES in the station hall to meet the safety needs of passengers. In case of emergency, the device can be operated through the manual button panel installed in the station hall. As for the vertical elevator, due to its complex structure, it has a higher requirement for the platform layout, so the system would be set in the platform area between the first basement and the second basement.

3.3. Intelligent comfort service
Since there are equipment and facilities such as escalators and vertical elevators in the station, by installing corresponding sensors and controllers on these equipment, real-time monitoring and statistical analysis of the number of passengers can be done. At the same time, installing facial recognition equipment in the stations allows the identification of passengers, which can help with the recording of passenger information. Information such as current passenger flow, boarding, and landing situations in the station can be fed back to passengers in real time after being collected via the facial recognition equipment.

3.4. Intelligent entertainment system
There are multiple public entertainment areas and vending machines in the station. Remote control of these equipment and facilities can be achieved through wireless controllers or wireless network equipment that are set up in the station [13]. At the same time, these equipment and facilities can also provide passengers with entertainment and convenient services.

3.5. Intelligent passenger flow statistics and analysis
The stations can adopt an intelligent passenger flow statistical analysis system based on mobile Internet technology. Through this system, the real-time collection and statistical analysis of the number of passengers in the subway station and the situation of passengers entering and leaving the station can be
achieved. At the same time, the system can also provide effective data support as a decision-making basis for subway operating companies. Currently, the stations already have relatively complete intelligent equipment and systems, and its functions and performance are also being continuously improved.

4. Key technologies

4.1. Information system for passengers
To solve the issue of lack of information due to the absence of guidance devices, the first thing that could be done is to establish a notification and announcement system. The original passenger information system can be remained, and the new notification system should be installed for the background management platform and front-end equipment terminals. These platforms can access a unified platform of smart stations for equipment status and data, and accept real-time instructions from the intelligent platform, to achieve an inter-system interaction.

To further provide information for passengers, an intelligent light indication management system could be implemented. Not only can this system provide status reporting while interacting between systems, it can also be remotely managed in real-time to control the display and lighting effects when needed.

Another method to improve the information system for passengers is the real-time guidance system. In this system, there is an independent camera set up at each exit to obtain real-time images. 4 sets of real-time guidance screens should be set up in the paid area (area with boom where gates parking fee is needed) and free areas (the area without boom gates where no parking fee is needed) to help passengers understand the route. The behind-the-scenes management system should work to manage the equipment, process the collected information, and use AR enhancement to analyze the data that cannot be obtained. The data can then be displayed for the passengers on the screen.

A guidance system is installed on the doors to guide passengers. It includes a back-end management platform and a front-end display system.

4.2. Intelligent security check
The X-ray security detector will collect video recordings of passengers’ baggage and the original baggage inspection data, then the intelligent analysis instrument will identify whether there is any illegal or prohibited items in the baggage. The body temperature detection door will also help collect passenger data like facial recognition, body temperature, whether the passenger is carrying metal items, etc. The system collects the relevant data from baggage inspections even when an employee gets off their shift, forming a complete closed loop in the detection process. In addition, the security inspection machine can also be used for data collection, storage, upload of personnel data, equipment data, business data, etc.

The multi-dimensional information obtained can then be used as a foundation in order to improve the subway safety inspection process to meet the set requirements. Various types of safety inspection services can be done (personnel management, equipment management, event management, etc.) to improve the effectiveness of the entire rail transit safety inspection service management.

4.3. Intelligent operation management system
The intelligent operation management system is the main component of a smart station. It is a comprehensive command platform for the station’s daily operation, employee management, emergency management, resource management, and deployment management. This system integrates the sensor data, equipment status data, fault data, and human error data of each main equipment, and allows the remote control of each subsystem and sub-module. Based on lightweight Building Information Modelling technology, a three-dimensional interactive platform can be built to comprehensively display the location and detection information of important mechanical and electrical devices such as personnel location, crowd
density distribution, environmental control, fire protection, gate control, and alarm information, and job information.

4.4. Hyperconverged infrastructure construction
During the construction of a hyperconverged infrastructure for the smart station, we configured the 4-node hyperconverged all-in-one machine and built a software-defined computing, storage, and network resource pool to transfer the main business applications to a hyperconverged platform. Management hyperconvergence refers to an automated hyperconverged management platform, which can conduct unified management of resources such as computing, storage, network and security, including virtual machines, storage and other advanced attributes. Furthermore, the relevant information can be displayed on a big screen, which allows users to have a better understanding about the resource usage status of the hyperconverged cluster. It can also customize and monitor the status of the business virtual machines.

The collaboration of various systems will lead to a stable and efficient operation of smart stations. If the inter-system collaborative interaction cannot be formed, the true potential of smart stations cannot be reflected. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct in-depth research on the characteristics of each system, clarify their internal relations, and use the network as the basis to achieve an efficient and functional connection, so that the functions of smart stations can be utilized to the greatest extent.

5. Conclusion
With the rapid development of China’s urban rail transit, the scale of the stations has expanded which increased the stations’ functional requirements and passengers have begun to hold higher expectations for customer service quality. The main issue here is how to organically combine the construction of smart stations with the operation and management of subways in a refined manner. It requires the joint participation of subway operation and management departments, rail transit construction units, and equipment suppliers. When all necessary units can cooperate in the project construction process, the intelligence level of subway operation management be improved. As a response, the operation efficiency and passenger satisfaction of the subway operation can be improved. This is one of the important factors for the development of smart transportation in the future.
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